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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
On behalf of Miami University Model United Nations, I am excited to welcome you to
MUMUNC XV! I am Caden Wilcox, and I have the honor of chairing the Star War Crisis
Committee. Megan, our Crisis Director, and I are beyond excited to see what twists
and turns you bring to the Star Wars universe.

My Model United Nations journey began three years ago when I joined Miami
University’s team. Since, I have participated in many committees. Last year, I  served
as our team’s treasurer and chair of the MUMUNC Dolphin Rights Committee. Now, in
my last year at Miami, I  have stepped up to the role of MUMUN’s Secretary General.
Although sad to leave our Model United Nations team, I am excited to graduate this
spring with a double major in economics and Russian.

As a lifelong fan of the Star Wars movies, I  am thril led at the possibility of exploring
this universe from an alternative and innovative perspective. I wish you the best in
adapting to your role in this crisis committee and hope you are as excited about
MUMUNC XV as I am.

Best,
Caden Wilcox ,  wilcoxc2@miamioh.edu

LETTER FROM THE CRISIS DIRECTOR
Welcome to MUMUNC XV! My name is Megan Conley, and I will  be your crisis director
for the Star Wars Committee. I am thril led to welcome you all alongside our Chair,
Caden. We are eagerly anticipating what your marks on the Galactic Empire will  be.

My journey in MUN started last year, when I joined for the first time as a college
freshman. While I didn’t have any prior MUN experience beforehand, I was able to
serve as Crisis Director for MUMUNC XIV’s Dolphin Rights Committee last year, which
was a very exciting experience for everyone involved! Since joining MUN here at
Miami, I  have attended several conferences, and plan on attending more in the future.
I am now a sophomore biochemistry and pre-medical studies double major with a
minor in Arabic. 

Thanks to my dad, I was introduced to the Star Wars Universe, and I hope to welcome
you all to the light side of the Force during our committee. I ,  alongside the rest of the
MUMUNC staff, look forward to seeing where your character arcs take you
throughout your voyages in a new Galactic Republic. 

May the Force be with you all ,
Megan Conley ,  conleymo@miamioh.edu
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COMMITTEE INTRODUCTION
A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: 

The second Death Star was destroyed, and the emperor is dead. The Rebel Alliance
has won the fight against the Empire and is now tasked with reestablishing galactic
leadership.

We have brought together a group of galactic leaders to discuss the next steps for
the emerging government. Although the fight has been won, a long path lies ahead to
ensure stability in the Star Wars universe. You all are endowed with varying skill  sets
and hold very different perspectives on the best steps forward. Nevertheless, your
group holds immense power in deciding how the next era of the galaxy will  appear.

As a technical note, this committee is gathered three days after the Battle of Endor.
You are currently on the main ship in the Alliance Fleet. The warships are situated in
the space where the previous battle took place, surrounded by the remains of the
Death Star and smaller ships. The majority of the fleet is stationary near your vessel,
and you are currently overlooking the Forest Moon of Endor. Notably, it is possible
that this ship will  relocate, yet you cannot personally leave the conference room in
this spacecraft.

Hopefully, by the end of this committee, a general form of government will  be
established (and passed) in writing. Although a constitution is the most precedented
method of achieving the goal, creative interpretations and motivations are always
encouraged. Additionally, deciding if/how to convict previous Empire agents is also
encouraged. 

Ultimately, you have the expansive Star Wars universe to achieve the most you can.
Be bold, be creative, and lead with conviction. And, as always, 
may the force be with you.

CRISIS ELEMENTS
The backbone holding the Empire together has recently erupted. Changes are bound
to happen rapidly, and many power-hungry groups will  be vying for a stronger hold of
the galaxy. You will  be tasked with addressing these crises as they emerge and
hopefully meet some future threats proactively. Although viewpoints vastly differ
within your committee, you must work together in the face of crisis to survive.

MEMPHIS SOLUTIONS2018 | MARCH
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PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
Due to the expansive nature of the Star Wars franchise and the delegates’ varied
knowledge of the universe, it is important to specify exactly what material is relevant
to our committee. For the sake of our discussion, the original three episodes (IIX - XI)
will  be the only directly referenced content. Information found outside the original
three movies, although beneficial for aesthetic complexity, may not be referenced for
plot-critical decisions and can under no circumstances be util ized to bring specific
delegates an unfair advantage. Further, any source material that occurs
chronologically after the end of episode XI (Return of the Jedi) has not yet occurred
and, therefore, cannot be referenced.

Additionally, it is absolutely critical that you watch “Star Wars: Original Trilogy - in 7
Minutes” on Alt Shift X’s YouTube channel. This video summarizes the original three
episodes and introduces the majority of the committee’s characters. If possible, it is
preferred that you watch the relevant episodes. Stil l ,  it  is fully possible that a
delegate could succeed in this crisis committee with strictly this video’s background
information.

When adapting to your role, it is expected that you begin with the same goals and
alliances as seen in the source material. That being noted, it is encouraged that your
character grows and develops through this crisis committee. It is only asked if the
individuals’ arcs appear natural,  well-motivated, and not predetermined.

Although this committee is contained within a fictional universe, it is stil l  paramount
that delegates maintain professionalism and respect. The chair will  never allow
actions intended to systematically undermine any self-determining group. The
freedom of a fictional crisis is always liberating, yet no actions or arguments should
thematically align with a viewpoint that would not otherwise be appropriate.
MUMUNC will not tolerate hateful motives. 

Lastly, it is important to note that this background guide is the master reference
source for the committee. Any content found in this document immediately trumps
all other source material. As always, the chair’s discretion is the final determinant in
procedural matters, and will  interpret these rules as necessary.

RELEVANT QUESTIONS
How should the new government be established, and who should lead?
What form of government does the surviving leadership hope to establish, and
how can they ensure it is more effective and ethical than the previous?
How must the remaining agents of the Empire be addressed, and can their skills
be ethically util ized as a part of the new government?
How can infrastructure be repaired, and should reparations be paid to undermined
groups and planets?
With the collapse of the empire-backed monetary system, how can this committee
ensure a stable galactic economy?
The war caused massive environmental destruction (from battleship emissions to
exploding an entire planet). Should this be a concern of the galactic committee,
and if so, what can be done to improve the conditions?
Is the force a lost religion of a previous era or relevant to modern leadership?
Should facilities be opened to foster the strength of this discipline?
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FORCE-SENSITIVE DELEGATES
These characters all have some capacity for force sensitivity. This influences their
motivations but also further enables their backroom abilities. Delegates may util ize
force sensitivity creatively, as plausibly applied from the source material. As a note,
ghost characters, because of their lack of physical presence, may potentially incur
some logistical problems in the backroom. 

Luke Skywalker  grew up with humble beginnings but has
become one of the greatest Jedi in galactic history. Along
with the allied Rebel forces, he ended the tyranny of the Sith
and Empire. Now, he finds it is his duty to maintain the power
of the Light Side of the Force. He hopes to integrate the
disciple into the new government, reestablish the Council ,  and
begin training new Jedi.

Princess Leia Organa  is a great leader of the Rebel Alliance,
fearless on the battlefield, and dedicated to ending the
Empire's tyranny. Daughter of Padmé Amidala and Anakin
Skywalker, sister of Luke Skywalker, Leia ranked among the
galaxy's great heroes. From her previous leadership, she
hopes to take a role in the new government.

Anakin Skywalker (Force Ghost)  was a Human male born on
the Outer Rim world of Tatooine. He later served the Galactic
Republic as a Jedi Knight and then the Galactic Empire as the
Sith Lord Darth Vader. Skywalker was believed to be the one
known as "The Chosen One" of Jedi prophecy, destined to
bring balance to the Force. Following his death, he has
returned as a ghost to address this committee and potentially
be held accountable for his destructive actions.

Obi-Wan Kenobi (Force Ghost)  was a legendary Jedi Master
who served on the Jedi High Council during the final years of
the Republic Era. As a Jedi General,  Kenobi served in the
Grand Army of the Republic, which fought against the
Separatist Droid Army during the Clone Wars. Kenobi,
however, was forced into exile as a result of the Great Jedi
Purge. As a mentor, Kenobi was responsible for training two
members of the Skywalker family, Anakin, and Luke
Skywalker, both of whom served in turn as his Padawan in the
ways of the Force.

Yoda (Force Ghost)  was a legendary Jedi Master and stronger
than most in his connection with the Force. Small in size but
wise and powerful,  he trained Jedi for over 800 years, playing
integral roles in the Clone Wars, the instruction of Luke
Skywalker, and unlocking the path to immortality. He hopes to
see the force brought back into leadership’s focus, yet fears
that the regime change may bring out the evil in people.
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Han Solo  is a charming former smuggler with a heart of gold.
As captain of the Millennium Falcon, he and his first mate,
Chewbacca, joined the Rebel Alliance after rescuing Princess
Leia Organa from the Death Star. He has been responsible for
turning the tide in several key battles against the Empire.
Although he believes in the mission of the new leadership, he
will take any chance to serve himself in the unsteady times.

R2-D2  is an astromech droid with an adventurous personality.
He constantly finds himself directly involved in pivotal
moments of history, and he has played large roles in saving
the galaxy time and time again. Although very critical of the
previous regime, he believes his former owner, Anakin
Skywalker, was victimized into becoming Darth Vater. R2-D2
will not stop until Vater is acquitted of all of his crimes and
goes down in history as a hero.

C-3PO ,  Built by Anakin Skywalker, was designed as a protocol
droid intended to assist in etiquette, customs, and
translation, boasting that he is "fluent in over six mill ion
forms of communication." He wants to see the galaxy become
a more inclusive and globally-connected space. Furthermore,
he hopes to advocate for droid rights, i l legalizing their
complete ownership.

Lando Calrissian  is a Human male professional gambler,
entrepreneur, and smuggler. Guilt-ridden from his
collaboration with the empire, he joined the Rebel forces and
fought for the new regime change. Seeing how he made a
similar error, he believes that empire workers, who were not
critical agents within their leadership, should be allowed to
move past their previous alliances.

Chewbacca  is a warrior, smuggler, mechanic, pilot, and
resistance fighter who fought in the Clone Wars and the
Galactic Civil War. He hailed from the planet Kashyyyk and
became a Wookiee military leader working directly with
Master Yoda. Later he would be Han Solo’s right-hand man
and fight alongside Rebel forces against the Empire. Seeing
people constantly overlook his many accomplishments due to
his communication barrier, he wants to see more inclusion in
the new regime. He hopes that translation becomes more
accessible and that non-humans are empowered to take
positions of responsibility.

REBEL ALLIES
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Oscar Baker*  is the highest-ranking Empire official who survived
the Battle of Endor. During this scene, he was placed in charge of
all Empire affairs not directly related to the critical confrontation.
For his entire career, he has been involved in the government’s
affairs and has personally contributed to the Empire’s tyrannical
leadership strategy. Nevertheless, Baker has immense knowledge
of the galaxy and is a talented strategist. He thinks that his past
crimes are negligible compared to the benefit he could bring to
the new regime.

Camroy Swislo* ,  an Imperial Royal Guard, survived the conflict by
disappearing on an escape pod. For the past couple of years, he
has worked directly with the Emperor and knows everything about
his life. From his interactions and some natural inclination, he
has discovered that he has some capacity for force sensitivity.
Because of this, he feels personally enabled to provide insight
into the Emperor's util ization of the force. Although conspiring in
many of the Empire’s destructive projects, he believes his
specific skills will  allow him to avoid conviction.

Abelrod Halcord*  worked as administrative support for the
Empire’s complicated government. She has always professionally
associated herself with the regime and has publicly advocated
for their works. She was personally befriended by many of the
Empire’s leadership and knows many details about their personal
lives. Yet, due to her position, she never committed any crimes
against humanity and only ever pushed papers at a desk.

Cournot Biscob*  is a mercenary that has spent the last decade
working for the Imperial forces. Admittedly, she conspired with
the terrorizing forces but was only ever contractually associated
with the authoritarian regime. Biscob argues that her direct
crimes were no more destructive than the Rebel forces and that
she never advocated for the Empire’s system of rule. She cannot
be blamed for their crimes. During the Battle of Endor, she was
placed on a solo mission on the other side of the galaxy and was
taken into custody when she returned to collect her payment.

S15*  is a Storm Trooper who goes by Sam with his friends. He
has spent the entirety of his career working as a militant unit and
has participated in many crimes against galactic citizens.
Specifically, he was placed on the ground during the Battle of
Endor, therefore surviving the destruction of the second Death
Star. Nevertheless, he argues that he cannot be held accountable
for his destructive work. S15 was created solely for the purpose
of combat and could not be expected to defect from the system
he was brainwashed into, and after all ,  “he was just following
orders.”

EMPIRE AFFILIATES
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Asterisked characters were created for this simulation. Deltages are encouraged to
draw inspiration from similar characters in the source material.



Mon Mothma ,  a native of Chandrila, serves as an important
political figure from the emerging days of the Galactic Republic.
She hopes to take an active role in the new government and
believes that she is best prepared to lead in these chaotic times.
As the current Rebel leader at the moment, she holds the power
to control the location and general setting of the ship that the
committee is aboard.

Gial Ackbar  was a veteran male Mon Calamari soldier and strong
revolutionary leader during the Clone Wars, the Galactic Civil
War, and the Cold War. Throughout his sixty years of service,
Ackbar was regarded as a bril l iant tactician and an incredible
leader. He hopes to take the dominant position in the new
government’s leadership and wants to maintain the Rebel force’s
strong military presence.

Wedge Antilles ,  known as TIE SS-2-5 during his time at Skystrike
Academy, is a renowned human male starfighter pilot from
Corellia who first served in the Imperial Navy as a TIE fighter
pilot until  defecting to join the rebellion. Having risked his life in
a small fighter for the Rebel forces, he believes that he deserves
a leading place in the new government. Furthermore, he finds
people who did not personally fight in the battle unfit to lead, as
their true dedication to the movement is questionable.

Biggs Darklighter  was a human male ace pilot who fought for the
Alliance to Restore the Republic. He grew up in the desert world
of Tatooine, where he became a close boyhood friend of Luke
Skywalker. Dreaming of his way off the desolate planet, he
followed Skywalker into battle and became invested in the
Rebel’s mission. He hopes to help the new government in any way
possible but believes that they must provide support to more
remote planets–especially those destroyed in combat. He hopes
to see reparations paid to those who lost the most.

Nien Nunb ,  a talented pilot and asset to the Rebel forces,
defected from the Empire early in the fight for freedom. He has
been constantly dedicated to the mission and has proven his
immense skill  and knowledge. He hopes to help build the new
regime but thinks that quickly shifting leadership may lead to
further unbalance of galactic power.

REBEL LEADERSHIP
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Figrin D'an ,  a Both born on the species' homeworld of Birth, has
an aptitude for music and can play a range of instruments. He
became the bandleader and organizer of the all-Bith band Figrin
D'an and the Modal Nodes. His music has become widely
distributed, and D’an has built a somewhat cult-l ike following,
enabling him to always crowdsource finances or draw a large
crowd. He has been brought to this committee as the only
creatively minded delegate. D'an hopes to uplift the importance
of the arts in the galaxy and potentially find a place of leadership
in the new government.

Bug Litia*  is a Jawa Trader who specializes in droid, starship,
and vehicle distribution. Due to this, he has an innate knowledge
of smugglers and other sorts of unsavory characters across the
galaxy. Although he acknowledges the terror of the Empire, he
has also witnessed the destruction of the Rebel all ies. Litia is
critical of both regimes and believes an altogether different
group may be better suited to lead.

Bib Fortuna  was the chief aide of the crime lord Jabba the Hutt,
succeeding him as daimyo after his death. Although he has
conspired with the Empire on a number of occasions, he believes
his independence will  keep him from a guilty conviction.
Furthermore, he hopes to grasp some power during these
turbulent times, especially with the backing of the Hutt Family
and their finances.

Wicket Wystri Warrick  is a male Ewok scout and warrior on the
forest moon of Endor. Warrick played an instrumental role in
helping the Rebel Alliance defeat the Galactic Empire during the
Battle of Endor, which brought about massive destruction to his
home planet. Because of this, Warrick has been brought to the
table to present the opinion of the Ewok people. He supports the
Rebel forces but feels they may be more self-serving than many
expect.

Jar Jar Binks  served as a military commander and politician
during the fall of the Galactic Republic and the rise of the
Galactic Empire. Once an outcast from Gungan society due to his
clumsy behavior, he regained favor with his people by helping
secure an alliance between the Gungan boss Rugor Nass and
Queen Padmé Amidala of Naboo. In the years that followed, Binks
became a key character in the galactic democracy. Although not
directly involved with the recent conflict,  he has been contacted
for his knowledge of the previous regime and personal
connection to the emperor.

RELEVANT COUNSEL
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Sadly, Binks does not appear in the three relevant fi lms. Yet, we could not have a Star
Wars committee in good spirits without him. Therefore, you may reference some
content from the prequel episodes that is needed to develop your character. We simply
ask you not to abuse this privilege.


